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Abstract 
Dyn, N., D. Levin and S. Rippa, Boundary correction for piecewise linear interpolation defined over 
data-dependent riangulations, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 39 (1992) 179-192. 
Given a set of data points in R’ and corresponding data values it is clear that the quality of a Piecewise Linear 
Interpolating Surface (PLIS) over triangles depends on the specific triangulation of the data points. While 
conventional triangulation methods depend only on the distribution of the data points in R2, the authors 
(1990) suggested to construct data-dependent triangulations which depend on the data values as well. 
Numerical examples indicate that this method improves the PLIS only away from the boundary of the 
triangulation. In this paper we present and test a numerical scheme for boundary correction to be used as a 
complementary step to the creation of data-dependent riangulations. This scheme adds more points on the 
boundary edges of “bad” triangles and estimates corresponding function values. Numerical tests show the 
success of the scheme in improving the PL!S also near the boundary of the triangulation. 
Keywords: Triangulations, data-dependent riangulations, piecewise linear interpolation, boundary corrections. 
1. Introduction 
Let V= {Vi = (Xi, yi) E R*, i = 1,. . . , N} be a set of distinct and noncollinear data points 
and f=(fr,..., f,J a (real) data vector sampled from a function F. Suppose furthermore that 
0 3 I/ is a region with a polygonal boundary N2 with all vertices in V. 
Given a triangulation (V-triangulation [l]) T of In, {T = q}:= I, we denote by FT,r E SF(T) the 
Piecewise Linear Interpolating Surface (PLIS) to f, i.e., the unique function satisfying 
F~,~ESI)(T), FT,f(xi, Yi)=fi, i= l,-**, NY 
where S:(T) = {g I g E C(L?), g I T E Ii!,} and n, = spanIl, X, yl. 
It is clear that the quality of the approximation to F by a PLIS depends on the particular 
choice of the triangulation and naturally we look for an optimal triangulation. A popular choice 
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Fig. 1. Two triangulations of a convex quadrilateral. 
of triangulation for interpolation schemes is the well-known Delaunay triangulation (see, e.g., 
[9]) which depends only on the set V and not on the data vector f. This triangulation maximizes 
the minimal angle in the triangulation, in order to avoid long and thin triangles as much as 
possible. In [l] we suggested the use of data-dependent criteria for measuring the quality of a 
triangulation relative to a given set of data. Various data-dependent criteria and corresponding 
data-dependent riangulations were presented in [l] along with numerical tests that show the 
improvement in the approximation by PLIS defined over data-dependent riangulations. The 
most successful data-dependent criteria is based upon the ABN cost function S(F,+ e) 
attached to an interior edge e of T, defined as the angle between the normal vectors to the two 
facets of the surface FTwf on both sides of e. The cost function C of a triangulation is defined 
as the sum of the ABN cost functions over all the interior edges of T, {ei}:, namely 
i=l 
The data-dependent riangulation corresponds to a local minimum of this cost function over 
the set of all triangulations. Such a triangulation, termed also locally optimal triangulation, is 
generated from any initial triangulation by the Local Optimization Procedure (LOP) suggested 
in [4] which swaps diagonals of convex quadrilaterals in the triangulation (see Fig. 1) in order to 
reduce the cost function C( FT & The LOP converges after a finite number of edge swaps to a 
locally optimal V-triangulation which depends on the swapping strategy. In the numerical 
experiments presented here we use the MR (Maximal Reduction) strategy suggested in [2]. By 
this strategy we make, at each step of the procedure, the swap which leads to a maximal 
reduction of C( FT,r ). 
Interpolation schemes defined over data-dependent (and other types of) triangulations suffer 
from a major drawback. The approximation near the boundary of the triangulation is in many 
cases very poor relative to the approximation away from the boundary. This is due to the fact 
that some long and thin triangles near the boundary of the triangulation cannot be optimized 
by edge swapping. In Section 2 a numerical scheme for boundary correction is proposed as a 
complementary step to the generation of data-dependent riangulations. The scheme works by 
adding more points on the boundary edges of “bad” triangles and estimating the corresponding 
function values. Numerical experiments with the scheme, presented in Section 3, show the 
success of the scheme in improving the quality of the approximation near the boundary. 
2. Boundary corrections of data-dependent triangulations 
Starting from a locally optimal V-triangulation algorithm BOUNDARY adds points, and 
estimates corresponding function values, at the boundary edges of triangles identified as “bad” 
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triangles. These points are inserted into the triangulation which is subsequently optimized 
again by the LOP. The process continues until no more “bad” triangles are found or until the 
number of additional points exceeds a specified limit NtMAX! 
The final, augmented, triangulation T(*) is a V(*)-triangulation of 0 where 
N’A’ 
I/‘*‘=~ U (Ui) 
i=N+ 1 
and {Vi E G!, i = N + 1,. . . , N(*)} are the additional points computed by the BOUNDARY 
scheme on the boundary &! of 0. The vector f(*) of length N(*) is arranged so that its first N 
components are equal to the corresponding elements of the data vector f, i.e., 
f 
(A) = f. 
i 1’ i= l,..., N, 
while the componentes f/*), i = N + 1,. . . , N(*), consist of the estimated data values at the 
additional points Vi, i = N + 1,. . . , N(*) The piecewise linear interpolant on the augmented . 
triangulation is &W/M. First we give the schematic description of the algorithm and then fill in 
the details. 
Algorithm 2.1. BOUNDARY 
(1) Let VA) = V be the initial set of N’*) = N data points, f (*) = f the initial data vector 
and T(*) a locally optimal V’*)-triangulation of In. 
(2) Detect a set B( T(*)) of “bad” boundary triangles. 
If R(T(*!) is empty, return. 
For each triangle A ViVjVk E B(T’*‘) do 
If N(*) < NtMAX) then 
Use a selection procedure to select a point wP on the boundary edge ViVj, and to 
compute an estimate g, of the value of the function F at w,,. 
If a pair (w,, g,) was selected, add it to the data set: 
N’*’ + N’*’ + 1, i&(A) = wp, f,$& = g,, 
V’*’ + I/‘*’ u { b’~‘“‘} 
Add the edge wpvk to the triangulation T(*). 
Endif 
Endif 
End loop 
If additional points were selected then 
Optimize the triangulation T(*) by using LOP. 
If N(*) < NtMAX) go to (2) 
Endif 
End BOUNDARY. 
Detection qf “bad” boundary triangles 
Bad boundary triangles are triangles in which the approximation to the underlying function 
F (from which the data values were sampled) is much worse than the approximation in other 
triangles of the triangulation. It has been observed that these triangles are usually long and thin 
but it must be emphasized here that, as discussed in [1,7], the geometry oj’ the triangZe by itseIf is 
not the reason for the poor approximation. In fact good approximation is achieved if the long 
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side of the triangle is in the direction of small magnitude of the second directional derivative of 
F. Thus a simpic geometrical criterion checking the shape of a triangle (e.g., the ratio between 
its base and height) is not sufficient for evaluating the quality of approximation. A natural 
approach is tc identify “bad” boundary triangles as triangles which have at least one edge e for 
which the cost function S( F Tt~b,f~~j, e) is relatively large. More precisely, denote by M,, ae the 
mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the edge cost functions: 
A triangle is added to the set B(T(*)) if it has an edge e such that 
S( FT,~)J,~,, e) > Me + KUe. 
The value K = 1 was found to be satisfactory in our numerical testing. When ic is smaller, too 
many additional points are added to the triangulation without a significant improvement in the 
approximation on the extended triangulation. If, on the other hand, K is much larger than 1, 
on!y few points are added to the triangulation and the effect of boundary distortion is not 
alleviated. 
Consider a typical boundary triangle A ViL:-L!k E B(T’*‘) having a boundary edge e = L:iLJj and 
an interior vertex L*~ (see Fig. 2). The selection step of the BOUNDARY scheme involves the 
selection of a point u, in the interior of the boundary edge e and the computation of a 
corresponding value gP which is an estimation to the value of F at wP. 
The selection process consists of two steps. First the geometry of the triangulation is used to 
determine a set G, of points which are candidates for selection. In the second step a point wP 
is selected from the set G, and an estimate gP to the value of F at wP is computed. 
Let D, be the set of all vertices L:, not including Vi and ~5, such that v,vk is an edge of the 
triangulation. The set D, corresponding to Fig. 2 is 
D, = (q, v,,, , i’,). 
Vi 
boundary edge e 
/ 
Fig. 2. A boundary triangle with the edges surrounding 
its interior vertex 1~~. 
tviy f!A’J)vj9 fjA)J 
99 
Fig. 3. A new point wP with corresponding value gP 
added to a boundary triangle. 
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The set G,, of candidates for selection, consists of all points ws in the interior of the boundary 
edge G of the form 
wq =vs+t(vk-v,), v+Dk. 
Obviously t > 1. 
In Fig. 2, the three points in G, are marked with hollow circles. If G, = $, then no point is 
added on the boundary edge e. 
The choice of the one point from G, to be added to VtA) involves the estimated values of F 
at the points of G,. There are two straightforward ways to compute the estimate g4 of the 
value of F at ~1~ E G,. The simplest estimation procedure is by linear interpolation along the 
boundary edge e, i.e., g4 =g, where 
1 
gI= IIui_L5)I (ll v~-wqII*fi’A’+llvj - wq II l f’“‘). 
In many cases the boundary edge is long and located in direction of high second directional 
derivative of F, thus linear interpolation provides a poor estimation of the value of F at w4. 
Another simple estimate is by linear extrapolation along the interior edge vSvk, v, ED,, i.e., 
g, = g,, where 
1 
gE= II~),_~,II wq-v~II*fk (Al - 11 wq - uk 11 l f(“‘)* 
Extrapolation is usually considered as a bad way to approximate functions but in case the edge 
z&VA_ is along a direction of small second directional derivative of F, it provides a good 
approximation to F at wq. When g, is a better estimate to F(w,) than g,, the edge wqvk 
should not be added to the triangulation. 
TO determine when extrapolation is better than interpolation we use another approximation 
to F, namely the Hardy’s multiquadric interpolating surface @ constructed over the set 
Bk = Dk U {Vi, Vi, l?k}: 
@(x9 y)= c %b(Ib-&II), +(t)=m, 
L;EBk 
where E = SR and R is the mean distance to the nearest neighbor of points in Bk. The 
coefficients cy, are determined by interpolation conditions, i.e., by solving the system of linear 
equations 
@CC ‘) Y,) =fjA), for all (X,, Y,) -k, (1) 
a system which is always solvable since not all the points on Bk are collinear (see, e.g., [6]). The 
parameter E used here is larger than recommended by various authors (see, e.g., [3] where the 
value E =r 1.6R is suggested) but we found that smaller values are not so good for estimating F 
in our application. It is known that a larger value of E results in better approximation to F but 
it also increases the condition number of the system (1). It was found in our tests that when the 
points in Rk are almost collinear, then the condition number is large 2nd when it is too large, 
e.g., larger than 1.0 l 10 In, then the best thing to do is not to add any point on the edge e of 
that boundary triangle. 
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The estimation step consists of computing the estimated errors 
E,(w,) = I @(w,) -g, IT E&+$) = 1 @@q) -& 1, 
discarding the point ws from C, if E,(w,) 2 E,(w,) and defining g, as g, otherwise. 
Remark 2.2. Numerical tests with a scheme that defines grl as g, when E,(w,) 3 E,(w,) and 
keeps 1~~~ in G,, confirm that no improvement in the approximation on the augmented 
triangulation is achieved while the number of additional points is increased. 
Remark 2.3. An alternative estimate to the value of F at We is @(w,). This type of estimation 
did not lead to improvement in the approximation on the augmented triangulation. Also our 
method of estimation results in an interpolation scheme which reproduces linear polynomials 
cn,). 
At the end of the estimation step the set G, contains only points for which extrapolation is 
better than interpolation. If G, contains more than one point, then it is necessary to select one 
point from G, to add to the triangulation. The decision uses, once more, the triangulation 
criterion. Consider all triangulations Y(A*cl) which are obtained from TfA) by connecting points 
ws E G, to Lag (see, e.g., Fig. 3 displaying a part of triangulation Y(A*p)). The preferred 
triangulation is the triangulation Y(A*p) for which C(F(A*p)) is minimal, i.e., such that 
C(~‘A.P’ ) < C( YcA*4)), We E G,, 
and the point wP E G, is added to the set of points VtA), with the corresponding value gP 
added to the vector f(^). 
3. The numerical experiments 
3.1. The testing procedure 
In the numerical experiments two sets of data points, taken from [3], were used. The first set 
contains 100 data points distributed more or less uniformly over the unit square while the 
second set, with 33 data points, was designed with larger variations in the density of the data 
points. The data vectors f = ( f,, . . . , f,> were obtained by evaluating five test functions 
FI = FI(x, y) at the data points. All of the test functions are defined on the unit square. 
The first two test functions were taken from [3]: 
Fl = 0.75 exp( - i((9x - 2)‘+ (9y - 2,‘)) + 0.75 exp( - &(9x + 1)2 - $(9y + 1)) 
+ 0.5 exp( - i((9.x - 7)’ + (9y - 3)‘}) - 0.2 exp( - (9x - 4)2 - (9y - 7)‘), 
F2 = i(tanh(9y - 9x) -i- 1). 
The function Fl is composed of two Gaussian peaks and a sharp Gaussian dip (Fig. 4). The 
function F2 simulates a sharp rise, running diagonally across the unit square (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 4. Perspective view and level curves of Fl. 
The third test function is 
i 
1, 
2(Y -07 F3= _ 
taken from [8]: 
if y-t>& 
ifOGy-&, 
where 
I +(cos(4rr(S, Y)) + I), if r(S, Y) G $, 0, otherwise, 
Fig. 5. Perspective view and level curves of F2. 
r(& y)=/m(y-+)2, 5=2.1 x-0.1. 
This function represents a “mountain” on a plane and a ramp leading to another plane (Fig. 6). 
It is a function with discontinuous first derivatives. 
,-‘:-. 
/ 
-- 
~‘~ / f) 0 0 . / / ‘* . I __ a _ _. _____ _* -A - 
Fig. 6. Perspective view and level curves of F3. 
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. . . . . . 
Fig. 7. Perspective view and level curves of F4. 
The last two test functions were taken from [S]: 
F4 = tanh( -3g(x, y)) + 1, g(x, y) = O.S95576(y + 3.79762)’ -X - IO, 
F5=(1 - $x)“(l - iy)” + lOOO(1 -x)3x3(1 -y)3y3 +y6(l - fx)” +x6(1 - f#. 
Function F4 (Fig. 7) resembles F2. Its contour lines are the parabolas 3g(x, y) = const., while 
those of F2 are the straight lines y -x = const. Function F5, displayed in Fig. 8, is a 
polynomial surface of degree 12. 
Each of the data sets was triangulated by three types of triangulations. 
l A Delaunay triangulation TtD). 
- A locally optimal triangulation T(O), produced from the initial Delaunay triangulation by 
using the LOP. 
l An augmented triangulation T(*) produced by the BOUNDARY scheme. The scheme was 
applied to the initial triangulation T(O) and used the options described above in Section 2. 
The errors between the piecewise linear interpolators FTt~),!, FTt~j,f and F=(A) f(A) and the test 
function FI (generating f > were computed on a grid of 33 x 33 nodes, uniformly plciced over 
the unit square. Only points inside the convex hull of the data points were included in the error 
calculation. Table 1 displays the mean, root mean square irms) and maximum (max) of these 
errors. The table displays also the number of nodes of each triangulation (recall that the nodes 
Fig. 8. Perspective view and level curves of F5. 
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of TfA) consist of the data points I/ and the additional points generated by the BOUNDARY 
scheme). 
3.2. The numerical results 
Table 1 indicates clearly the improvement in the approximation to the selected test functions 
achieved by the augmented triangulation. The only case where the approximation over the 
Table 1 
Errors and number of points for Delaunay triangulation TtD), locally optimal 
triangulation T (A) obtained after the BOUNDARY scheme 
triangulation T(O) and augmented 
Test Triangulation Number of Interpolation errors 
function 
Fl T’D’ 
points 
33 
mean 
0.04884 
rms 
0.07007 
max 
0.22146 
T(o) 33 0.04033 0.05871 0.22146 
T’A’ 40 0.0391s 0.05732 0.20771 
F2 T’D’ 33 0.01604 0.02428 0.07515 
J-to’ 33 0.00619 0.01386 0.06381 
T’A’ 39 0.00372 0.00834 0.0638 1 
F3 y-(D) 33 0.06824 0.12120 0.67853 
T’o’ 33 0.045 14 0.10285 0.65671 
T’A’ 3s 0.05220 0.11222 0.6567 1 
F4 T’D’ 33 0.15169 0.25650 0.80418 
T’o’ 33 0.11039 0.21463 0.75841 
T’A’ 37 0.09855 0.20224 0.75841 
F5 T’D’ 33 0.05045 O.OSlS3 0.3774 1 
T’o’ 33 0.04647 0.07817 0.37741 
T’A’ 41 0.03153 0.05123 0.19990 
Fl T’D’ 100 0.01674 0.02901 0.16246 
T’o’ 100 0.01526 0.02722 0.16248 
T’A’ 105 0.01452 0.02577 0.15032 
F2 T’D’ 100 0.00428 0.00865 0.08696 
T’o’ 100 0.00149 0.00530 0.08696 
T’A’ 119 0.00097 0.0023 1 0.02417 
F3 T’D’ 100 0.02837 0.06627 0.45474 
T’o’ 100 0.02076 0.05634 0.41876 
T’A’ 109 0.01809 0.05 143 0.41876 
F4 T’D’ 100 0.04094 0.09261 0.69776 
T’o’ 100 0.02285 0.07026 0.69990 
y-CA’ 116 0.01649 0.04544 0.28098 
F5 T’D’ 100 0.01513 0.03234 0.29527 
j’-(o) 100 0.01073 0.02840 0.27964 
T’A’ 117 0.00760 0.01671 0.13776 
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augmented triangulation is worse than on the original locally optimal one is for the test 
function F3 on the set of 33 data points. The reason is that this function has discontinuous first 
derivative along two straight lines which cross the badly shaped boundary triangles. The 
triangulation criterion ABN-1 which requires least break in the normal vector to the interpolat- 
ing surface across edges of the triangulation is not suitable for measuring the quality of edges 
and triangles near the lines of discontinuities (it is interesting to note that the tests of [l] 
indicate that the ABN-1 criterion produces good locally optimal triangulations for F3, at least 
when measured in the mean norm. This is because F3 is smooth everywhere except along these 
two straight lines). We tested various smooth test functions and in none of them the 
(4 (b) 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 9. HAS for F2 based on 33 data points on two triangulations: (a) triangulation T (O); 
T’A’ 
(b) augmented triangulation 
. 
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approximation on the augmented triangulation was worse than that on the initial locally 
optimal triangulation T (O) Note that the BOUNDARY scheme is especially good in improving . 
the maximum errors caused by the “bad” boundary triangles where locally optimal triangula- 
tion provides an overall improvement in the approximation, indicated by the reduction of the 
mean error. Thus a combined scheme which first transforms an initial Delaunay triangulation 
of a set of points into a locally optimal triangulation and then updates that triangulation using 
the BOUNDARY scheme seems to be suitable for improving the approximation both in the 
mean and the maximum error. 
C a l_-L-L_’ _ -I_A--L--L d (b) 
Fig. 10. PLIS for F2 based on 100 data points on two triangulations: (a) triangulation T(O); (b) augmented 
triangulation TtA). 
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(a) (b) 
(al lb) 
Fig. 11. PLIS for F5 based on 33 data points on two triangulations: (a) triangulation T(O); (b) augmented 
Viangulatio9 T(*). 
Figures 9-12 display the triangulation, 3D perspective view and level curves of the PLIS to 
F2 and F5 on two triangulations. The first is the locally optimal triangulation T(O) obtained by 
applying the LOP scheme to the initial Delaunay triangulation TtD) with the triangulation 
criterion ABN-1. The second triangulation is the augmented triangulation TtA) obtained by 
applying the BOUNDARY scheme to triangulation T (O) The improvement in the approxima- . 
tion to the test functions F2 and F5 is obvious in all cases. We note that the augmented 
triangulation may still contain badly shaped triangles near its boundary as demonstrated in Fig. 
9. Since these triangles are not boundary triangles, the BOUNDARY scheme in its present 
form cannot correct them. There is in fact a need to develop a scheme for correcting interior 
bad triangles, which cannot be modified by LOP. 
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(b) 
l__A__.L.L.* : ’ ’ I 
(a) 
1 ! : ’ _:A ;.. A_ 
(b) 
(4 (bj 
Fig. 12. PLIS for FS based on 100 data points on two triangulations: (a) triangulation T(O); (b) augmented 
triangulation TcA). 
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